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Everybody’s Talking
Smart birds: A cleaning company based in Sweden is testing a way 
to get rid of a certain kind of garbage that tends to be strewn on 
the street by litterers: cigarette butts. Called “Corvid Cleaning,” the 
company has devised a way to use wild crows as street maids. Crows 
are smart birds, and company founder Christian Gunther-Hanssen 
is tapping into their intelligence by rewarding them for their work. 
After several steps of training, he and his team hope the birds will 
eventually learn to drop the butts in a garbage can in exchange for 
food dispensed from a machine. Testing of the idea will take place in 
Sodertalje, not far from Stockholm.

Well water: A vast artesian well on the arid continent of Australia 
stretches about 1.7 million square kilometres (670,000 sq. mi.). Called 
the Great Artesian Basin, this source of groundwater lies under parts 
of several states in the east part of the country. One of the largest 
underground freshwater resources in the world, the Basin’s water 
can be accessed by drilling a well. The water also creeps up through 
natural cracks in the rock, emerging as springs, creeks, and rivers. 
This happens more toward the southern part of the Basin because the 
water lies closer to the surface. Conservation of the Great Artesian 
Basin is a priority in the country.

Soccer sleuths: Soccer is a sport loved all around the world, with 
India being no exception. But humans aren’t the only creatures that 
enjoy kicking around a ball. In the village of Sukhigaon, Odisha, in the 
Nabarangpur forest area, a group of children was playing soccer when 
one of them accidently kicked the ball into a forested area adjacent 
to the fi eld. To the surprise of both players and spectators, a mother 
bear and her young cub emerged from the woods, found the ball 
and started playing with it. Now, instead of cheering on their team, 
everyone cheered for the bears and fi lmed their antics. Eventually, the 
bear family returned to the forest

Fortunate win: Gabriel Fierro, of Cornelius, North Carolina (U.S.), 
likes to take his wife out for lunch on Saturdays. Their usual haunt 
is an Asian restaurant in nearby Charlotte, where they order their 
favourite dishes, and end the meal with a fortune cookie. After one 
recent lunch, Fierro decided to use the numbers from his fortune 
cookie to play the Mega Millions lottery. The fortune cookie numbers 
turned out to be, indeed, quite fortunate. They were winners! Fierro’s 
prize, before tax, was $4 million (USD). The big winner and his wife 
plan to use some of the money to build a new home and then invest 
the rest. They’ll probably buy themselves a few more meals at their 
favourite restaurant, too.

Quoteable Quotes
“You do not fi nd the happy life. You make it.” —Camilla Eyring 
Kimball
“Morale is when your hands and feet keep on working when your 
head says it can’t be done.” —Benjamin Morrell

What’s Happening
Feb 12 - Devon Monthly Arts Market Join us for our Pre-Valentine 
Market from Noon to 4 pm at the Devon Community Centre.Meet 
our creative souls and check out unique items for any season, any 
occasion. Email ArtsDevon@gmail.com for more info.

Feb 14 - Pie Social 7:00 pm -9:30 pm  At Wetaskiwin Heritage 
Museum. A fun valentines day event, take your Special person out for 
supper and then join us for Pie, with fun, games. Pie auction to follow. 
For tickets call 780-352-0227

Mar 12 -Devon Monthly Arts Market Join us for our fi rst Spring 
Market from Noon to 4 pm at the Devon Community Centre. Meet 
our creative souls and check out unique items for any season, any 
occasion.Email ArtsDevon@gmail.com for more info.

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at www.
coffee-news.ca
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Trivia
1. What year was George Orwell’s Animal Farm first published?
2. This is the highest peak in South America.
3. The only North American marsupial is _________.
4. Do adult humans commonly have 29, 32, or 36 teeth?
5. Approximately how deep is the ocean’s epipelagic zone?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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